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   The Devil Can Take My Sole 

      By Gregg Cunningham 

 

Do you ever wonder, while you’re driving down the country roads on 

one of those early morning journeys, what actually happened to the 

owner of the discarded sneaker that’s lying tread up upon the hard 

shoulder?  Does your imagination play out the scene of some drunken 

owner making it back to their motel room late one night, swaying as 

they fumbled for their door key, barely illuminated below the bare 

lightbulb, only then realising that he is missing his left shoe? Do 

you picture the swaying drunk staring down at his bare foot 

confused, wondering where they might have misplaced the forgotten 

footwear? What about the work boot sat under the park bench, the one 

you pass every morning heading to your office? Was the construction 

worker simply in that much of a hurry that he forgot to tie his shoe 

laces, and it just slipped off into the grass, while he finished his 
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lunch break? Or what about the baby shoe lying on the wall? Did the 

child simply kick it off from under the buggy blanket, and the 

mother was simply too engrossed in her morning check of her IPhone 

to notice her child’s bare foot protruding from the covers? Or do 

you think something more sinister might have happened to these 

people? Like the lady whose scuffed black high heel shoe was 

discarded under the light of the yellow security lamp, flickering 

above the truck stop bins around the back of the greasy Joes diner. 

Was she the victim of an abduction, and was she dragged away into 

some trucker’s rig kicking and lashing out until her shoe came off? 

Let’s face it, they can’t all be the result of a drunken night out, 

can they? I doubt it, I know they can’t all be accounted to alcohol. 

It was my sons seventh birthday yesterday, or at least it would have 

been had he still been with us. And no doubt we would be taking him 

back to where it all happened, back to the adventure park where we 

had all gone to celebrate his sixth birthday. Back to that place 

that haunts my thoughts day and night. A place that should have been 

filled with the squeals of delight and joy, not the horror and dread 

that engulfed us all that day.  

The police never did find his body, they said that park security 

cameras showed no foul play, no abduction. No clown in the bushes, 

no slenderman, hiding in the trees. One minute he was there, the 

next he was simply gone.  

“simply gone- vanished!” that’s what the detective said to me, can 

you believe that prick? How the hell can a six-year-old kid simply 

vanish? Christ, we were all watching him when he climbed the stairs, 

I had waved at him when he reached the top of the stairs, and he had 
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beamed with delight at reaching the platform cage on his own. The 

first time we had went, I had had to hold Billy’s hand. We had 

slowly climbed the spiral stairs as the other kids queued in front 

of us, their excitement bubbling in nervous chatter as they swung 

the rope matts around, swatting each other’s legs. But he didn’t 

like it, said it was too high. I laughed and said we could do the 

slide together, he could sit between my legs, and we could both 

slide down the tube to the sandpit below. Billy had liked that idea, 

and nodded as we waved down to Mary waiting patiently by the huge 

sand pit below. I had showed him the other kids tumbling from the 

mouth of the slide tube, shrieking in delight as they rolled from 

their sliding matts into the sand. The blue tube was the slowest and 

the shortest ride, so I suggested we stopped off and tried that 

platform first. It was halfway up the spiral staircase, and only a 

few smaller kids checked out here, the rest not bothering to try out 

the wimpy ride. They instead, climbed on higher to the green tube, 

and waited impatiently in the squished queue, while I gave Billy his 

pep talk. We peered over the railing down into the sand pit below, 

and his mother had waved back up smiling. The guard, who was about 

sixteen, had ushered us to the mouth of the tube, and told me to 

wait as the kid in front pushed off and screamed as he slid away. I 

smiled, placing the slide matt on the ground next to the grip rails 

and sat down first. My knees creaked as I bent down, then billy 

stood between my legs and sat on my lap awkwardly. “I got you son” I 

had said as he leant back grabbing around my legs. I think it was 

the darkness of the tube in front of us that scared him, but as I 

pushed off into the echoing gaping mouth filled with the shrieks of 

the kid in front, Billy had gripped tighter. Boy did we scream as we 
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slid down through the encased tube tunnel, swaying left then right 

as the matt coasted to the exit at the bottom. I heard him laugh out 

in delight as we shot out into the light, and tumbled into the sand 

pit, his mother cheering him on as I got to my knees. “again Dad, 

let’s do it again!” he had squealed out, grabbing the rope matt and 

pulling me up.  

So we did, we done it again…and again. Ten times Billy had me 

puffing up and down those stairs to the blue tube, before I 

suggested we stop for a drink and a pee stop. The dry heat was 

becoming uncomfortable. He sighed, but agreed when Mary produced the 

picnic from the backpack, and placed it on the bench. Billy sat 

drinking from his juice carton, and chomping on his chocolate bar, 

staring up at the kids queuing for the green slide in awe, then 

turned to me and pleaded we try the green slide. Sure I had said, 

just let me catch my breath kid! I undone my laces, slipped of my 

shoe, and poured the sand from it, much to the amusement of Mary. 

Billy undone the laces to his batman sneakers and copied me, 

spilling the sand onto the bench.  

After pleading with me again and again, Billy had begun pulling at 

my arm, Mary had said I was to stop stalling, and get on with it. So 

I smiled, kissed her on the forehead, and grabbed Billy’s hand. 

“Your mother is going up next!” I had said, taking a bite of my 

baloney popkin and dropping it to the picnic plate. 

The green tube got six slides out of me before I called it a day, 

and returned to the picnic table with Mary. The dry summer winds 

were picking up, kicking up the piles of discarded sand from our 

shoes around the bench, and I was beginning to sweat in the heat. 
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Mary gave me a napkin to mop my brow, and I sat with my back leaning 

against her. I called it a day, but Billy wanted more.  

“Listen son, if you want to go, go, but I’m done.” I had said, 

“look, go with Jack” I pointed over to his friend. He smiled, 

grabbing the slide matt, “can I?” he had asked his mother. Mary 

looked at me, and nodded. “just be careful,” she smiled reaching out 

and grabbing his hand, “and don’t run off Billy!”  

“cool, I won’t,” he beamed, “this is going to be awesome!” 

We watched him run after Jack, while his father filmed them both, 

his matt scuffing in the sand as they reached the stairwell and join 

the queue, and he waved back. It was good to see him finally coming 

out of his shell, and actually get excited about something other 

than his Ipad.  

I sat on that bench with Mary, beaming with pride as I watched my 

kid climb those steps without fear. When he stopped off at the first 

platform, the blue tube, he waved at us, and I saw jack laughing and 

egging him on up to the next platform, the green tube. Billy 

hesitated, and looked down at us, but I gave him the thumbs up to go 

for it, and he waved again, following Jack up to the next level. 

“He’s fine” I reassured Mary as he climbed up to the next platform 

about twenty meters from the ground.  I stood up and cupped my hand 

over my eyes to shade my face from the sun, slowly walking over to 

the sand pit as the wind picked up again.   

“keep an eye on him Mary, I’ll watch him as he comes out at the 

bottom” She nodded, eyes fixed on our son anxiously as he climbed 

the spiral. But as we watched, he passed by the second platform and 
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made his way on up to the third platform, the red tube. Mary flicked 

me a nervous glance, but I nodded and gave her the thumbs up, 

reassuring her that he was okay. Sure, the third platform was high, 

it was a good few meters above the tree line, but the platform was 

completely fenced in with chicken wire, and I could see the 

attendant standing with his radio at the top, so I wasn’t worried 

about Billy falling over the railings, or slipping through the gaps. 

He would be monitored up there. 

When Billy reached the top platform, he poked his hand through the 

platform rails and vigorously waved down at us. Mary waved back, now 

standing by the bench with her arm folded over her chest. I stood at 

the sand pit with the other parents as the wind began swirling, 

picking up the odd discarded chip packet by the bins, and I shielded 

my eyes as the swirling sand danced its circular reel.  I saw 

Billy’s friend Jack make his way to the slide entrance above, then, 

when given the order by the attendant, he pushed himself into the 

red tube and began howling down into the dark slide.  Jacks dad was 

filming his son’s progress on his camcorder, and nodded over to me 

proudly when we heard Jack’s howls all the way down the tube, until 

he suddenly shot out of the red tube and tumbled from his matt and 

into the sand as the wind picked up around us. He yelled out 

triumphantly giving his father the thumbs up and called up to Billy 

as he peered down over the platform nervously. 

“GO FOR IT BILLY, ITS AWESOME!” he screamed up. 

I watched as Billy nodded from the platform, and then fell on his 

knees down onto the slide matt. The wind was now blowing over the 

field behind him, I could see the treetops bending as the wind began 
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swirling the top soil from the surrounding fields, small narrowing 

dust devils, meandering drunkenly over the sand. 

“HERE I COME!” Billy shouted down the tunnel, I saw his hand on the 

rail as he pulled himself into the red tube, and then I heard the 

squeals echoing down the tube.  As I focussed my attention on the 

mouth of the red tube, I saw two kids spill from the green tube and 

the blue tube, tumbling into the sand that was now beginning to 

swirl into its own angry dust devil. They shielded their eyes and 

made for the exit with the help of the attendant. Billy was still 

YEHAWING down his own tube when the sand became a whipped up 

circling cloud that spiralled almost thirty meters into the sky. I 

turned my head to avoid the blinding sand, but kept my gaze on the 

red slide as Billy’s yell faded, but he never appeared. The small 

sand tower spiralled quickly over the sand pit slides, scattering 

children as they ran for cover, including Jack and his father, but I 

ducked under the wooden fencing and ran to the red tube covering my 

face. Billy never appeared, and I reckoned he had just come off the 

matt and slowed somewhere towards the end of the slide as the sand 

cloud blew up inside the red tube tunnel slide. 

The dust devil moved on from the sand pit, dissipating as quick as 

it had appeared, and I began shouting into the slide, telling Billy 

he could come out now. But He never replied. 

I heard the attendants radio squelch as he approached me as I poked 

my head into the slide again, then felt his hand on my shoulder. I 

shrugged it off and began climbing inside the sandy tube so see 

around the bend. 

“Sir!” he yelled as I heard the knocking echo down the tube. 
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“Billy!” I shouted as I climbed completely inside, feeling the 

attendant grab at my foot. 

“Sir, get out, there is a kid on his way down!” he shouted. Hell I 

knew that; it was my son that was stuck up there. 

“Billy, it’s okay son, I’m coming to get you” I called up, ignoring 

the attendant. 

When the knocking above me became louder, I felt the attendant grab 

me tighter, “hey dude, you gotta get your ass outta here…” 

When the sliding child’s feet hit me square in the face inside the 

red tube, I saw stars, and as we tumbled back down collecting the 

attendant on the way out, I was sure I had Billy in my arms. I fell 

into the sand clutching the kid, and we spilled out, tumbling next 

to each other, with the crying child in my arms. 

In hindsight, I don’t blame the kid’s dad for punching me, I’d do 

the same if some strange guy was clutching my kid in the sand pit. 

But I swear I thought it was Billy. Mary separated us as we began 

shouting at each other, but he swung at me, knocking me back to the 

sand, dazed and confused.  I lay there as my assailant lifted his 

crying child out of the sand and made his way from the slide back to 

the picnic area. Mary was now in a panic and screaming at me as I 

shook my head trying to rid myself of the stars I was seeing. As she 

pulled me up I felt something under my hand. When I pulled it out- I 

saw that I was clutching Billy’s ketchup covered batman sneaker. 

One sneaker. 

That’s all we found. 
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We searched that place with the park security all night, but found 

nothing. The security video showed nobody coming out of that red 

tube after Jack. His father caught the dust devil in the sand pit on 

his camera, but all that showed was the cloud of sand swirling into 

the air above, then faltering and fading. No Billy. 

The attendant on the red tube platform was questioned and held for 

48hours, but he was still on the platform when they took him. How 

the hell was he a suspect I’ll never know. The safety camera showed 

Billy enter the red tube after Jack, but never exit. They took that 

slide apart piece by piece trying to find a clue, but nothing was 

found. 

So I drive the country roads now, following the clues of abandoned 

shoes, and searching for the dry fields on that perfect sunny day, 

hunting down the elusive dust devil, so I can make a deal with him. 

Sure he can take my soul if he wants it, and add it to his many 

victims- but I won’t rest until I find Billy, and bring him back to 

Mary. 

Maybe one day you’ll pass by a quiet country lane and see a 

discarded worn shoe on the side of the road you travel, and wonder 

if its mine?  If it is, you’ll know I put up one hell of a fight 

against the Dust devil. 
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